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“Time and accurate IT inventory enabling speed to insight for
actionable decision making”

Annual IT inventory takes too long, ties up my staff, and the customer must write off tens
of thousands of dollars of IT equipment each year. There must be a faster, cheaper, more,
and accurate way to perform the inventory. The inventory is a waste of resources. The
mission is severely interrupted once a year to perform the annual IT inventory. Real work
is delayed because of the inventory. The inventory accuracy is too low to make tactical or
strategic decisions. The system of record is not conducive to analytics and decision
making. 

TechTracker asset management solution by Liona Enterprises Inc. provides corporate
tested, modern tools such as mobile terminals, barcodes, and Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) technology to perform inventories faster and more accurately.
TechTracker provides near real-time asset accountability for analytics and decision
making.
Using TechTracker, senior leaders get accurate actionable data for decision making, with
minimal disruption to the mission while limiting the amount of IT equipment write-offs.

Founded in 2015, Liona Enterprises Inc. is a growing information technology services provider. Liona Enterprises develops
products and solutions for government and commercial clients. We provide in-depth IT assessment, specifically tailored to
integrate new and existing systems, and to secure the diverse technologies of an organization. 
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ABOUT LIONA ENTERPRISES

STRATEGIC SOLUTION VALUE ADD

WHY

APPROVED Airforce
product list 
Interim ATO Sponsored
by Buckley AFB
High level assurance in
information
Meets government
regulatory and fiduciary
requirement
Unique IT management
for Cybersecurity
Data driven

TechTracker is a lightweight solution only requiring a SQL and IIS server.
TechTracker is purpose built for asset management.
TechTracker is designed to be highly configurable without reprogramming, allowing for rapid deployment against the
customer requirements.
TechTracker can have customizations incorporated rapidly.
US developed and built.
TechTracker can integrate with backend solutions such as Workday, Peoplesoft, ServiceNow, and DPAS providing these
solutions with greater capability.
Low cost and rapid ROI.
Can use manual entry, barcode, or RFID.
Enables multiple business lines of assets to be tracked together or separately depending on the need.
Custom reporting.
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Software as a Service (SaaS) in an AWS GovCloud Environment
On-premises server farm
Host from a Windows computer
TechTracker™ can be scaled to support as few as five mobile  or can accommodate 
thousands of mobile devices

Windows 10 Tablets
Supports the SDC
Compatible with Air Force Way (AFWAY)

Android handheld barcode and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) devices
Pre-printed barcodes or RFID tags
On-site barcode/RFID printer
Help from Liona Enterprises with purchasing supplies and equipment that are compatible 
with the system components
.CSV file (MS Excel) exports
Application Programming Interfaces (API)
Defense Priority and Allocations Systems (DPAS)
Other enterprise data systems and spreadsheets

Export your inventory data to a .csv file (MS Excel) and share, manipulate, and create 
custom reports
Use directly with powerful application programming interfaces (APIs)

Standard fields for custodian information
Name
Phone
Email
Organization

Up to 30 custom fields can be configured to meet client needs

Create inventory jobs that are downloaded to various devices through WiFi or direct 
docking to the TechTracker™ Host.
Inventory a single location, group of locations, or all your locations
Inventory process is inclusive of multiple users/devices simultaneously

This unique feature creates a log entry every time the asset is scanned/moved.

Can be installed in a week and users trained in two days.
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